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She 
Speaks 
Up!











House Beautiful

Treasures untold within a
carved space
precious jewel
now quite lost
tinged with regret
we yearn to see it
but such behaviour
is now impossible.

Mean and moody
just open your eyes
every piece comes with a story
Now you’re getting warmer
room that is currently soft pink
spell it out
my life
shapes and shades to make
heroes
afar from stereotype
perfect balance
full of secret power



A solid foundation for future generations
romantic and nostalgic
but with just a hint of darkness
around the edges
the result of years of hard work.

The facade of 17 gone
and the allure of the valley
now fully visible to the passersby
the surprising natural elements
heavy texture and finish
are perfect comfort

The floorplan to the finishes
the main living area
reveal the bones
greys and whites hold
together a vintage look
light abd airy feel
an element of warmth











Sensitively restored
imperfect, real quirky and personal
materials will weather over time
an ambiguity about what is inside
a mysterious house, semi detached
a distinct difference between the public
and private domains.

Colourful enough to brighten up
the dullest day
a prototype for many years,
a natural grain
a prerequisite for friendship
to grow
pleasure
soul mates
company for its own sake
a true friend. 



to our bodies, with love 











After Simone de Beauvoir

from the first line of The Second Sex

I 
hesitated 

a 
long
time

before
writing

a 
book

on
woman
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                                 He became
                 She never
                     to become him.
                          decade is 
                                  but
                        is short.  
     letting him in she was
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                                          not sure that 
             quite understand, she                                                        
                       as she walked down
                       dark thought.  It is 
                          and painful. It is
             and energy consuming
    it boils her blood. She turns to
                         so as to understand 
                      whole life. A whole
          comes out. Pretend it is there.
          and off. She is here. She is
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                                      who am 
to chastise him because he
                to take a look and hold
                   gaze. I could stare
                into his eyes, like no
    limited. His pupils softened
            my glare. He is now
                               his story on
    curled lip, no doubt another
                   deal for him will he 
   the way. Not so easy for a




















